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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 
 
October 7, 2019 
 
Members of the School Board of Broward County, Florida 
Members of the School Board Audit Committee 
Robert W. Runcie, Superintendent of Schools 
 
In accordance with The School Board of Broward County, Florida’s (District) Audit Plan, the Office of the Chief Auditor (OCA) audited the District’s 
Purchasing Card (P-Card) processes and its controls and activities for multiple time periods: 1) transactions January 1, 2018 through August 31, 2018; 2) 
transactions and databases from August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019; 3) bank statements from December 5, 2017 through December 4, 2018.  
 
Our report is organized in the following sections: 
 

Brief description of the Audit Subject Area and the dates of our audit coverage. 
 
Goals for the audit. 
 
Summary of the Audit Subject Area and how it impacts the District and District personnel responsibilities. 
 
Issues and findings noted during our audit.                                                                                                                        
         
Our audit approach and significant procedures as well as the OCA’s and District Management’s responsibilities. 
 
Additional information. 
 

 
We would like to thank all those involved in assisting the OCA in connection with this audit. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
/s/ Joris M. Jabouin 
 
Joris M. Jabouin, CPA 
Chief Auditor 
Office of the Chief Auditor 
 

Executive Summary 

Objectives 

Background 

Observations 

Scope and Methodology 

Exhibits 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
In accordance with The School Board of Broward County, Florida’s (District) Audit Plan, the Office of the Chief Auditor (OCA) audited the District’s 
Purchasing Card (P-Card) processes and its controls and activities for multiple time periods: 1) transactions January 1, 2018 through August 31, 2018; 2) 
transactions from August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019; 3) bank statements from December 5, 2017 through December  4, 2018. 

OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives of this audit were to: 
• Determine whether Purchasing Card Agreements and Applications were completed, signed and approved by all cardholders as required in the 

Procurement & Warehousing Services (PWS) Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card Manual); 
• Determine whether P-Card accounts were closed when a Cardholder terminates employment or retires; 
• Determine whether all cardholders having the authority to make any purchase exceeding $20,000 filed a Statement of Financial Interest no later than 

July 1 of each year as required by Florida Statutes; 
• Determine whether all cardholders comply with the monthly reconciliation and approval process as required in the P-Card Manual; 
• Verify that purchases were approved by the appropriate level of authority; 
• Review credit limits to determine that P-Card holders complied with established credit limits; 
• Determine whether P-Card purchases were exempt of sales tax; 
• Determine whether P-Card travel purchases followed the revised Business Practice Bulletin A-435 after July 1, 2019; 
• Follow up on prior P-Card issues noted in the previous OCA audit; 
• Follow up on prior P-Card issues noted by the Florida Auditor General; 
• Report recommendations to the administration, if needed. 

BACKGROUND 
 
The use of P-Cards has been widely implemented to expedite the purchasing of goods and services.  A P-Card is assigned to an individual and can be used 
in place of purchase orders. Each card is assigned a single transaction limit and a spending limit per monthly billing period. 
 
The use of the P-Card allows for the purchase of goods and services directly from the suppliers without the need to use a formal procurement process, such 
as a requisition/purchase order.  It significantly streamlines and reduces the cost of the purchasing process for small purchases and provides improved turn-
around time on the delivery of goods and services.  The current Purchasing Card Services contract is a piggyback with the Florida Department of 
Management Services’ contract 84121500-15-01 awarded to Bank of America N.A. Bid 57-002V, which was approved by the School Board of Broward 
County on August 16, 2016, Board item EE-10. 
 
The P-Card program has been expanded to include multiple types of purchases including the payment for the District’s utility bills and the Business Support 
Center’s use of P-Cards for schools to pay for merchandise, field trips and different activities for the students.  The District has 974 P-Cards currently 
assigned to 621 District employees. 
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PWS supervises and manages the P-Card program in its entirety. The PWS P-Card team consists of a Purchasing Card Coordinator and two Purchasing 
Agent Specialists.  The Purchasing Card Coordinator serves as the main contact for the District, acts as the intermediary for establishing and maintaining 
Bank of America Management Reports, and coordinates all cardholder maintenance (increases, changes and closures) with Bank of America.  The current 
Purchasing Card Coordinator was hired on April 1, 2019.  The previous Purchasing Card Coordinator retired on June 29, 2018.  The Purchasing Card 
Coordinator is also referred to as the Program Administrator in the P-Card Manual and the title will be used interchangeably. 
 
The purchases made with the P-Card are subject to the same rules and regulations outlined in School Board Policy 3320-Purchasing Policies.  Additionally, 
guidelines for P-Card activity are found in the P-Card Manual. 

OBSERVATIONS 
 
We summarized our findings below: 

1. Purchasing Cards were issued without the required applications being fully completed or with discrepancies. 
2. Statements of Financial Interest were not provided to the Florida Commission on Ethics for individuals with the authority to make purchases 

exceeding $20,000. 
3. Departments did not provide signed bank statements to the Program Administrator. 
4. Departments did not ensure compliance with their Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual regarding cardholder’s bank 

statements approval, reconciliations, and/or providing receipts. 
5. Cardholders paid Sales Tax on exempt purchases. 

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
 
This audit of the District’s P-Card program included an examination of three periods of review:   
• Three hundred and eighty (380) randomly selected transactions for the period from January 1, 2018 through August 31, 2018.  These transactions 

totaled $221,822.79 and were composed of 168 P-Cards.   
• For the period of December 5, 2017 through December 4, 2018, a full year of P-Card bank statements were reviewed. 
• All purchase transactions for the period of August 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019 were reviewed to verify compliance pertaining to travel purchases. 

Our audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General 
of the United States. The aforementioned standards require that we plan and perform the audit to ensure a reasonable basis for our judgments and 
conclusions regarding the function under audit. An audit includes assessments of applicable controls and compliance with the requirements of laws, rules 
and regulations when necessary to satisfy the audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives.   
 
It is our responsibility to perform the review under generally accepted auditing standards and Government Auditing Standards, as well as provide 
recommendations to improve operations, strengthen internal controls and ensure compliance with the requirements of laws, rules and regulations in matters 
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selected for review. It is the administration’s responsibility to implement recommendations, to maintain an internal control environment conducive to the 
safeguarding of District assets and to preserve the District’s resources, and to comply with applicable laws, regulations and School Board policies.   
 
The procedures used to satisfy our objectives in this audit included the following: 
• Reviewed the PWS P-Card Manual and School Board Policy 3320-Purchasing Policies; 
• Reviewed 380 randomly selected P-Card transactions; 
• Reviewed bank statements; 
• Reviewed employee separation dates against active open P-Card lists; 
• Reviewed transactions for purchases of travel and capital assets; 
• Conducted interviews with District management and personnel; 
• Performed other auditing procedures as deemed necessary.   

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
The OCA noted that the Office of the Chief Financial Officer is currently working with PWS to improve controls by blocking certain transactions and 
merchants from select P-Cards to prevent the approval of purchases that are not consistent with the approved District policies. 
 
The OCA has also noted that as part of their overall strategy to enhance the P-Card process, the PWS plans to initiate a long-term solution to improve the 
control environment with respect to P-Cards. PWS plans to digitize the input and tracking of receipts related to P-Card transactions. The solution calls for 
uploading scanned receipts by the P-Card holder and will allow PWS team members to view receipts online. This will allow PWS staff to match purchases 
to receipts, to identify when a receipt is missing, and to facilitate the overall review of P-Card statements.  
 
In response to the issues noted during the audit, in September 2019 PWS conducted 24 mandatory training sessions to all District employees who are active 
cardholders.  The sessions discussed the new usage restrictions and requirements, updates to documentation and forms, and included a questions and answer 
section for the cardholders to discuss any questions or concerns.  
 
PWS has initiated meetings with the OCA to discuss the P-Cards used for internal funds to further review and implement additional controls for those P-
Cards.  

Audit supervised and reviewed by:    Audit performed by: 
Joris Jabouin       Eric Seifer 
Gerardo Usallan, Jr      Abby Tenn 
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Observation 1  Purchasing Cards were issued without the required application being fully completed or with discrepancies. 

Division Strategy & Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Condition To determine compliance with the Procurement & Warehousing Services Department (PWS) procedures for issuing Purchasing 
Cards (P-Cards), we reviewed 168 cards from our sample of 380 transactions to determine compliance and requested from PWS 
the applications submitted for these cards. 
 
Our review of the documents provided by PWS identified the following: 
 
1. 3 applications had the same person as the cardholder and approver.  This is not allowed per the Purchasing Card Program 

Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card Manual). 
2. 7 card applications were not provided.  We could not verify that the application for the card we requested was approved (PWS 

provided 2 applications after the findings were presented to them). 
3. 8 applications did not have the supervisor’s signature. We could not verify that the application for the card we requested was 

approved. 
4. There is no requirement by the P-Card Manual to have the card number(s) on the application.  As a result, there is no way to 

determine if the application provided tied to a specific credit card. 

Guidance Per the PWS’s P-Card Manual, in order to receive a P-Card an applicant must sign the Purchasing Card (P-Card) Application & 
Cardholder Acknowledgment form and have the form approved by his/her Principal, department head or designee and returned to 
the Program Administrator.  If purchases are made by Principal or Department Director, the manual iterates that “the banks 
statement must be approved by their immediate supervisor”. 

Recommendation 1 We recommend that PWS staff responsible for the administration of P-Card approval ensure that all aspects of the P-Card 
application process are complete and in compliance 

PWS Management’s 
Response 1 
 

 

In response to Observation #1 Conditions 1 – 4: 
1. 3 applications had the same person as the cardholder and approver.  This is not allowed per the PWS P-Card manual. 

a. Applications have not been obtained with appropriate signatures  
2. 7 cards had no application.  We could not verify that the application for the card we requested was approved. 

a. Applications have been obtained with appropriate signatures for 2 applications (see attached) 
3. 8 applications did not have the supervisor’s signature. We could not verify that the application for the card we requested was 

approved. 
a. Applications have been obtained with appropriate signatures for 3 applications (see attached) 
b. Report from Bank of America WORKS system indicates replacement card status for each card. 
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4. There is no requirement per the Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual where the card number must be on 
the application.  There is no way to determine if the application provided tied to a specific credit card. 

a. To address this, the updated P-Card Application/Acknowledgement now includes an area for P-Card Admins to 
designate which cards are assigned based on the appropriately approved Application/Acknowledgement, linking the 
approval to the card assigned. 

 
Additional improvement activities completed in relation to Observation #1 and Recommendation #1: 
During the month of September, 24 P-Card Training Sessions were provided.  The training was required for all active cardholders.   
One of the many areas covered during this training was the introduction of the new and improved P-Card 
Application/Acknowledgement. All cardholders and cardholder approvers must review, initial, sign, and submit the updated 
application/acknowledgement in order to maintain active cardholder status.  Upon receipt of the forms, there is now an area for P-
Card Administrators to link the application to the actual card(s) assigned.  Each application received will be stored digitally and 
in hard copy.   
 
Moving forward, in order to maintain active status, cardholders will be required to complete annual training, and submit a new 
application/acknowledgement to P-Card Program Administrators. 
 
As of October 1, 2019, four hundred forty-two (442) cardholders attended the training.  October 1, 2019 is also the due date for 
all updated applications/acknowledgements.  Each application/acknowledgement will be reviewed for accuracy and required 
initials/signatures of cardholder and cardholder approver.  Target completion date for this activity is 10/15/19. 
 
In order to avoid disruption of organization-wide operations, a “Last Call” opportunity for those who did not attend the mandatory 
training will be issued on October 2, 2019 for 12 additional training sessions. These attendees will be required to return their 
updated applications/acknowledgements by October 18, 2019.  After these training sessions and the application/acknowledgement 
due date have passed, any cardholder who did not attend training or did not submit the required application/acknowledgement, 
will have their accounts closed by October 25, 2019. 
 
Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 
 
Completion Date: October 2019   
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Observation 2 Statements of Financial Interest were not provided to the Florida Commission on Ethics for individuals with the 
authority to make purchases exceeding $20,000. 

Divisions Strategy & Operations 
Human Resources 

Departments Procurement & Warehousing Services 
Human Resources 

Condition Our audit of all active Purchasing Cards (P-Cards) identified 53 P-Cards assigned to 43 District employees that had credit limits 
greater than $20,000.  We identified that only 4 of the 43 cardholders complied with this requirement.  Therefore, 39 employees 
are still required by Florida Statute to complete and file a Statement of Financial Interest form. 

Guidance Florida Statutes Section 112.3145(1)(a)3 requires purchasing agents having the authority to make any purchase exceeding the 
threshold amount of $20,000 on behalf of any political subdivision of the state or any entity thereof shall file a statement of 
financial interest no later than July 1 of each year. 

Recommendation 2.1 We recommend that Procurement & Warehousing Services (PWS) provide a list to Human Resources of all employee’s that are 
required to file the Statement of Financial Interest.   

PWS Management’s 
Response 2.1 

The Statement of Financial Interest Form requirement is based on calendar year, with due dates for submission in the subsequent 
calendar year in June, with a grace period through September, followed by the potential imposition of fines to the cardholder.  
This requirement is not limited to cardholders, but for purposes of this response, the scope is limited to cardholders only. 
 
Being that this finding was also brought forth by MSL and the State Auditor General, a review of actual/historical P-Card Usage 
was performed for calendar year 2018 to identify cardholders who were required to submit the Statement of Financial Interest 
Form in 2019.  As a result of this exercise, ten (10) cardholders had one or more transactions with totals exceeding the twenty-
thousand dollars ($20,000) threshold.  Of the ten (10) cardholders identified, two (2) were no longer employed by the District.  
The remaining eight cardholders (8) were sent a notification informing them of the requirement to complete and submit the 
Statement of Financial Interest to the Florida Commission of Ethics (sample attached).     
 
Since this review was performed by Internal Audit, the State has raised the threshold for this requirement from twenty-thousand 
dollars ($20,000) to thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000).  Based on a thorough review of historical purchase history, a new 
default profile has been established with single transaction limits well below the previous and current Statement of Financial 
Interest Form required thresholds.  A strong majority of cardholders have been assigned the new default profile which consists of 
a credit limit of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and a single transaction limit of four thousand nine hundred ninety-nine dollars 
($4,999).  Any cardholders that require credit or single transaction limits greater than the established default profile must have a 
demonstrated need, either through historical purchase history or documented future needs.  All must be approved by the 
cardholder approver and reviewed for necessity through P-Card Administrators. 
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In relation to the activities being performed as referenced in Management’s response to Observation #1 contained herein, the P-
Card Training covers this requirement extensively.  Based on the limits requested on the updated 
applications/acknowledgements, any cardholder who meets or exceeds the $35,000 single transaction threshold will be informed 
of their obligation to submit the Statement of Financial Interest Form.  Updated applications/acknowledgements are currently 
being collected and will be reviewed to identify cardholders who meet this requirement. 
 
In agreement with Recommendation # 2.1, Procurement & Warehousing Services will provide a list of cardholders that are 
required to file the Statement of Financial Interest to Human Resources by January 15 of each calendar year.  Additionally, to 
further support this requirement, P-Card Administration will, at minimum, provide courtesy notifications to cardholders 
immediately upon assignment of a profile which exceeds the single transaction threshold, and again one month prior to the due 
date in June 2020. 
 
Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 
 
Completion Date: January 2020 

PWS Management’s 
Addendum to 
Response 2.1 

Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit D. 
 
Completion Date:  January 2020 

Recommendation 2.2 We recommend that Human Resources forward that list provided by PWS to the Florida Commission on Ethics. 

HR Management’s 
Response 2.2 

We will work with the Procurement Department to obtain a list of all employees who have a P-card with a spending limit of 
$20,000 or greater and incorporate any employees who are not already in the database. 
 
Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit B. 
 
Estimated Completion Date:  January 2020 

HR Management’s 
Addendum to 
Response 2.2 

Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit E. 
 
Estimated Completion Date:  January 2020 
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Observation 3 Departments did not provide signed bank statements to Program Administrator. 

Divisions Strategy/Operations – 1156 
HR – 26 
Audit – 5 

Legislative Affairs – 7 
Safety/Security/Emergency Prep - 3 
Academics – 17 
Finance - 7 
Superintendent - 2

OSPA – 433 
Legal – 1 
Communications – 9 
Student Support Services – 26 Portfolio Services - 12 

Departments Various 

Condition The OCA identified between December 5, 2017 through December 4, 2018, there were 1,704 instances with 210 cardholders 
where a purchase card had purchases charged throughout the month and no documentation was provided. 

Guidance Per the Procurement & Warehousing Services (PWS) Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card 
Manual), the following procedures must be followed for Reconciliation and Approval (the numbers below represent the citations 
from the subsection):  

2. Cardholder reconciles the statement against accumulated receipts/ packing slips or other supporting documentation
and forwards to the Principal, department head or designee for review.
3. Principal, department head or designee reviews Cardholder transactions included in Bank of America’s management
paper reports and/or electronic reports and ensures that all Cardholders have submitted statements and receipts.
4. Principal, department head or designee reviews Cardholder original statement and receipts for compliance, signs the
statement, and sends to Program Administrator by the 15th of the month. A copy of the statement and receipt shall be
retained by the bookkeeper/budget keeper for record keeping and auditing purposes.
5. If purchases are made on the P-Card by a Principal or Department Director, the bank statement must be approved by
their immediate supervisor. All bank statements must be returned to the Program Administrator with 2 signatures
(Cardholder and immediate Supervisor).

Per the P-Card Manual, the following procedures must be followed by the Cardholder (the numbers below represent the citations 
from the subsection):  

5. Obtain a receipt or invoice for ALL transactions.
7. Submit reconciled statement with attached receipts and /or packing slips to their Principal, department head or
designee.

Per the P-Card Manual, the following procedures must be followed by the Principal/Department Head or Designee (the number 
below represents the citation from the subsection): 

5. Provide approval by signing Cardholder statement and sending to Program Administrator by the 15th of the month.

Recommendation 3 Departments with personnel that did not submit or timely submit bank statements to PWS should communicate the requirements 
of the P-Card Manual to their team members.  
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PWS Management’s 
Response 3 

In line with recommendation #3 for Observation #3, as provided in response to the State Auditor General request for update, and 
as presented during P-Card training sessions, a database has been established to track statements from cardholders.   

The due date has been moved from the 15th day of the month to the last day of the month to improve success rates and to make the 
timeline for compliance more reasonable.  

1. Statement period closes on the 4th of each month
2. Hard copy statements are delivered by Bank of America to the cardholder
3. The statements are usually received by the cardholder between the 9th and 10th of each month
4. This would leave cardholders with roughly 5 days to obtain statements, reconcile receipts, address any issues, obtain

signatures, and submit to P-Card Administrators if the requirement remained on the 15th

5. A change to the last day of the month allows for all required activities to be performed in a more reasonable amount of
time each month

The following actions are performed for each statement period for each active card with activity: 
1. A log has been created to track statements and backup from cardholders
2. A report is generated by the P-Card Administrators for all transactions occurring during the statement period which is

added to the log each month
3. There is an automatic flag assigned for any taxes charged based on the report results
4. Upon receipt of the statement, a high level review of all statements received is performed to identify if:

a. Was the statement received at all
b. If received, did the statement have the two required signatures
c. If received, did the statement have receipts attached
d. If there was a tax flag applied, did they attach copies of efforts to obtain reimbursement for taxes from vendors

5. A “traffic light” system is used to easily identify any occurrences of statement concerns, as well as their frequency.
a. Red light = one or more statement issues were identified
b. Yellow light = cardholder contacted P-Card Admins prior to due date explaining any issues or delays
c. Green light = cardholder submitted everything to pass the initial check

6. An escalation path has been defined to address any repeat issues
a. First occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder including details of

missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution
b. Second occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder & Cardholder

Approver, including details of missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for
resolution

c. Third occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND recommendation to PWS
leadership for account suspension
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There are two areas where the area must submit signed statements, but they keep the receipts at their location due to the volume 
of transactions and the physical space available to store documentation at the P-Card Administrative location in the TSSC Building. 
These areas are District Maintenance (Warehouse and PPO Support), and Business Support Center (BSC) for internal funds 
purchases.  To ensure compliance, these areas have been informed that they must provide copies of receipts immediately upon 
request.  One or more statements for each area will be included in the in-depth review described below as part of monthly program 
self-audit activities. 

Consistent with the update to the State Auditor General reports, an in-depth monthly review of receipts will be performed by P-
Card Administrators for 20% of statements received.  The statements will be randomly selected for all areas and thoroughly 
reviewed for compliance with program requirements.  BSC and District Maintenance will automatically be included in this monthly 
self-audit activity, but the cardholder from these areas will be randomly selected from among those departments’ cardholders. 

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 

Estimated Completion Date:  December 2019 

PWS Management’s 
Addendum to 
Response 3 

Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit D. 

Completion Date:  January 2020 

Divisions 
Management 
Response 3 

Cabinet members from the divisions mentioned above sent memos to their direct reports listing the issues found in this P-Card 
audit and the requirements and actions needed from them.  In addition, the Cabinet members then sent a response to the Chief 
Auditor discussing the actions and remedies taken by them. 

Note: Please see full text of the responses from Cabinet members in Exhibit C. 

Completion Date:  October 2019 
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Observation 4 Departments did not ensure compliance with their Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual regarding 
cardholder’s bank statements approval, reconciliations, and/or providing receipts. 

Divisions Academics OSPA Strategy/Operations HR 

Departments Various 

Condition The second review was a detailed analysis of a random sample of 380 transactions identified the following: 
• Bank statements for the 380 transactions were requested, but only 196 were received
• Of the 196 received, 26 were not signed
• Of the 196 received, 39 were not signed by the cardholder’s supervisor
• Of the 380 transaction receipts requested, 22 were not provided

OCA could not verify if any of the bank statements were received by Procurement & Warehousing Services’ (PWS) by the 15th of 
the month. 

Guidance Per the Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card Manual), the following procedures must be followed 
for Reconciliation and Approval (the numbers below represent the citations from the subsection):  

2. Cardholder reconciles the statement against accumulated receipts/ packing slips or other supporting documentation
and forwards to the Principal, department head or designee for review.
3. Principal, department head or designee reviews Cardholder transactions included in Bank of America’s management
paper reports and/or electronic reports and ensures that all Cardholders have submitted statements and receipts.
4. Principal, department head or designee reviews Cardholder original statement and receipts for compliance, signs the
statement, and sends to Program Administrator by the 15th of the month. A copy of the statement and receipt shall be
retained by the bookkeeper/budget keeper for record keeping and auditing purposes.
5. If purchases are made on the P-Card by a Principal or Department Director, the bank statement must be approved by
their immediate supervisor. All bank statements must be returned to the Program Administrator with 2 signatures
(Cardholder and immediate Supervisor).

Per the P-Card Manual, the following procedures must be followed by the Cardholder (the number below represents the citation 
from the subsection):  

5. Obtain a receipt or invoice for ALL transactions.
7. Submit reconciled statement with attached receipts and /or packing slips to their Principal, department head or
designee.

Per the P-Card Manual, the following procedures must be followed by the Principal/Department Head or Designee (the numbers 
below represent the citations from the subsection):  

5. Provide approval by signing Cardholder statement and sending to Program Administrator by the 15th of the month.
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Recommendation 4 Departments with personnel that did comply with the requirements to provide statements and receipts should communicate the 
requirements of the P-Card Manual to their team members. 

PWS Management’s 
Response 4 

In line with recommendation #3 for Observation #3, as provided in response to the State Auditor General request for update, and 
as presented during P-Card training sessions, a database has been established to track statements from cardholders.   

The due date has been moved from the 15th day of the month to the last day of the month to improve success rates and to make the 
timeline for compliance more reasonable.  

1. Statement period closes on the 4th of each month
2. Hard copy statements are delivered by Bank of America to the cardholder
3. The statements are usually received by the cardholder between the 9th and 10th of each month
4. This would leave cardholders with roughly 5 days to obtain statements, reconcile receipts, address any issues, obtain

signatures, and submit to P-Card Administrators if the requirement remained on the 15th

5. A change to the last day of the month allows for all required activities to be performed in a more reasonable amount of
time each month

The following actions are performed for each statement period for each active card with activity: 
1. A log has been created to track statements and backup from cardholders
2. A report is generated by the P-Card Administrators for all transactions occurring during the statement period which is

added to the log each month
3. There is an automatic flag assigned for any taxes charged based on the report results
4. Upon receipt of the statement, a high level review of all statements received is performed to identify if:

a. Was the statement received at all
b. If received, did the statement have the two required signatures
c. If received, did the statement have receipts attached
d. If there was a tax flag applied, did they attach copies of efforts to obtain reimbursement for taxes from vendors

5. A “traffic light” system is used to easily identify any occurrences of statement concerns, as well as their frequency.
a. Red light = one or more statement issues were identified
b. Yellow light = cardholder contacted P-Card Admins prior to due date explaining any issues or delays
c. Green light = cardholder submitted everything to pass the initial check

6. An escalation path has been defined to address any repeat issues
a. First occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder including details of

missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution
b. Second occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder & Cardholder

Approver, including details of missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for
resolution
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c. Third occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND recommendation to PWS
leadership for account suspension

There are two areas where the area must submit signed statements, but they keep the receipts at their location due to the volume 
of transactions and the physical space available to store documentation at the P-Card Administrative location in the TSSC Building. 
These areas are District Maintenance (Warehouse and PPO Support), and Business Support Center (BSC) for internal funds 
purchases.  To ensure compliance, these areas have been informed that they must provide copies of receipts immediately upon 
request.  One or more statements for each area will be included in the in-depth review described below as part of monthly program 
self-audit activities. 

Consistent with the update to the State Auditor General reports, an in-depth monthly review of receipts will be performed by P-
Card Administrators for 20% of statements received.  The statements will be randomly selected for all areas and thoroughly 
reviewed for compliance with program requirements.  BSC and District Maintenance will automatically be included in this monthly 
self-audit activity, but the cardholder from these areas will be randomly selected from among those departments’ cardholders. 

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 

Estimated Completion Date: December 2019 

PWS Management’s 
Addendum to 
Response 4 

Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit D. 

Completion Date:  January 2020 

Divisions 
Management 
Response 4 

Cabinet members from the divisions mentioned above sent memos to their direct reports listing the issues found in this P-Card 
audit and the requirements and actions needed from them.  In addition, the Cabinet members then sent a response to the Chief 
Auditor discussing the actions and remedies taken by them. 

Note: Note: Please see full text of the responses from Cabinet members in Exhibit C. 

Completion Date:  October 2019 
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Observation 5 Cardholders paid Sales Tax on exempt purchases. 

Divisions Portfolio Services OSPA Strategy/Operations Academics Audit 
Chief of Staff Student Support Services HR IT Safety/Security/Em. 

Preparedness 

Departments Various 

Condition For the period of January 1, 2018 – August 31, 2018, there were 1,260 transactions made by 244 cardholders who paid a total of 
$17,362.20 of tax in error. 

Guidance The Procurement and Warehousing Services’ (PWS) Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card Manual) 
has two sections that discuss Sales Tax. The first section states that “The School Board of Broward County, Florida does not pay 
Federal Excise and State taxes on direct purchases of tangible personal property. The applicable tax exemption number is shown 
on the Procurement Card. Cards will be re-issued periodically to reflect exemption number changes.”  The second section which 
pertains to District Maintenance purchases states that “SBBC is Tax Exempt and does not pay sales tax on any charge. The Tax 
Exemption number is noted on each Purchasing Card.” 

According to the P-Card Manual, part of the cardholder responsibilities includes the following items (the numbers below 
represent the citations from the subsection):  

4. Adhere to the purchase limits and restrictions of the Purchasing Card and ensure the total transaction amount of any
single transaction does not exceed the department/school spending parameters.
8. Attempt to resolve billing disputes directly with the supplier. Ensure that an appropriate credit for the reported disputed
item or billing error appears on a subsequent Cardholder statement.

The cited material from the P-Card Manual place the responsibility of correcting amounts billed in error, such as Sales and/or 
Federal Excise taxes, with the cardholder.   

Recommendation 5 Departments that had team members paid taxes on purchases should inform their team members of the requirements of the P-Card 
Manual.  

PWS Management’s 
Response 5 

In line with Observation #5, Recommendation #5, prior responses to State Auditor General update requests, and in relation to 
Management Responses to Observations #3 and #4 for taxes; 

As part of transactions and statement tracking, the Bank of America WORKS system is being utilized to identify any taxes charged 
during each statement period.  Cardholders have been informed of this tracking activity, the enforcement of tracking results, and 
the consequences for repeat occurrences.   

Cardholders have been re-educated through training that they should do all in their power to avoid taxes: 
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1. Before making purchases, cardholders should inform suppliers of tax exempt status
2. The Tax Exempt ID is printed directly on their p-card and they should provide the ID to vendors prior to completing

purchases
3. If the supplier requires a copy of the Tax Exempt Certificate, the cardholder can obtain a copy from Procurement or the

Treasurer’s office

Cardholders have been re-educated on what do if they discover taxes were charged: 
1. Thoroughly review their receipts immediately after purchase completion
2. Thoroughly review statement upon receipt to confirm no taxes appear on the statement that were not on the original receipt
3. If taxes are found, immediately follow up with the supplier via email to request reimbursement
4. Engage P-Card Administrators if supplier is unresponsive
5. Attach copies of communications with suppliers with their statements regarding reimbursement of taxes when submitting

to P-Card Administrators.

Taxes have been incorporated into the escalation path has been defined to address any repeat issues 
1. First occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder including details of missing

or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution
2. Second occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder & Cardholder Approver,

including details of missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution
Third occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or erroneous 
information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND recommendation to PWS leadership for account 
suspension. 

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 

Estimated Completion Date: December 2019 

PWS Management’s 
Addendum to 
Response 5 

Note: Please see full text of the response in Exhibit D. 

Completion Date:  January 2020 

Divisions 
Management 
Response 5 

Cabinet members from the divisions mentioned above sent memos to their direct reports listing the issues found in this P-Card 
audit and the requirements and actions needed from them.  In addition, the Cabinet members then sent a response to the Chief 
Auditor discussing the actions and remedies taken by them. 

Note: Note: Please see full text of the responses from Cabinet members in Exhibit C. 

Completion Date:  October 2019 
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Observation Auditor General Finding No. 5 

Division Strategy and Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Recommendation 5A Establish procedures that require and ensure that each cardholder’s total monthly Purchasing card purchasing limits are 
periodically evaluated, based on the cardholder’s District spending activity and needs, and adjusted based on the evaluation 
results.  

Analysis for 5A Procurement and Warehousing Services management prepared a “P-Card Program Updates and Improvements” document which 
addresses the review of limits, the evaluation of purchase card transactions, and the cancelation of purchase cards.  The document 
is included as Exhibit A.  In addition, in August 2019 a review of cardholder’s limits was conducted.  The credit limits of 
cardholders who were found to be excessive were decreased to a limit with low risk to the District. 

Recommendation 5B Enhance Purchasing card procedures to ensure that District records are maintained to effectively restrict P-card purchases to 
purposes authorized in the P-Card Manual.  

Analysis for 5B Procurement and Warehousing Services management prepared a “P-Card Program Updates and Improvements” document 
which addresses the review of limits, the evaluation of purchase card transactions, and the cancelation of purchase cards.  The 
document is included as Exhibit A.  In addition, in August 2019 a review of cardholder’s limits was conducted.  The credit 
limits of cardholders who were found to be excessive were decreased to a limit with low risk to the District. 

Recommendation 5C Ensure P-card privileges are promptly canceled upon a cardholder’s separation from District employment. 

Analysis for 5C The Program Administrator recently created a process using SAP to verify when a disqualifying job status happens with a P-
Card holder that is not dependent on notification from the Departments.  The process should enable the Program Administrator 
to find these discrepancies quicker.  The OCA tested the existing P-Card database and noted no former employees. As a result, 
it is recommended to review the effectiveness of the new system on a future date, after a reasonable amount of time has passed.   

Updated  
Management’s 
Response  

The Statement of Financial Interest Form applies to Calendar Year, with due dates for submission in the subsequent year in June, 
with a grace period through September, followed by the potential imposition of fines to the cardholder.  This requirement is not 
limited to cardholders, but for purposes of this response, the scope is limited to cardholders only. 
 
Being that this finding was also brought forth by MSL and the State Auditor General, a review of actual/historical P-Card Usage 
was performed for calendar year 2018.  As a result of this exercise, ten (10) cardholders had one or more transactions with totals 
exceeding the twenty-thousand dollars ($20,000) threshold.  Of the ten (10) cardholders identified, two (2) were no longer 
employed by the District.  The remaining eight cardholders (8) were sent a notification informing them of the requirement to 
complete and submit the Statement of Financial Interest to the Florida Commission on Ethics.   
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Since this review was performed by Internal Audit, the State has raised the threshold for this requirement from twenty-thousand 
dollars ($20,000) to thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000).  Based on a thorough review of historical purchase history, a new 
default profile has been established with single transaction limits well below the previous and current Statement of Financial 
Interest Form required thresholds.  A strong majority of cardholders have been assigned the new default profile which consists 
of a credit limit of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) and a single transaction limit of four thousand nine hundred ninety-nine dollars 
($4,999).  Any cardholders that require credit or single transaction limits greater than the established default profile must have a 
demonstrated need, either through historical purchase history or documented future needs.  All must be approved by the 
cardholder approver and reviewed for necessity through P-Card Administrators. 

In relation to the activities being performed as referenced in Management’s response to Observation #1 contained herein, the P-
Card Training covers this requirement extensively.  Based on the limits requested on the updated 
applications/acknowledgements, any cardholder who meets or exceeds the $35,000 single transaction threshold will be informed 
of their obligation to submit the Statement of Financial Interest Form.  Updated applications/acknowledgements are currently 
being collected and will be reviewed to identify cardholders who meet this requirement. 

In agreement with Recommendation # 2.1, Procurement & Warehousing Services will provide a list of cardholders that are 
required to file the Statement of Financial Interest.  Additionally, to further support this requirement, P-Card Administration 
will, at minimum, provide courtesy notifications immediately upon assignment of a profile which exceeds the single 
transaction threshold, and again one month prior to the due date in June 2020.  

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 
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Observation 1 Purchasing Cards were not timely deleted after Employee’s Termination Date.    

Division Strategy & Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Recommendation 1.1 The Purchasing Card (P-Card) Services staff should review Board agenda items (G. Office of Human Resources) related to 
employment changes after each Board meeting to ensure procedures for timely cancellation of P-Cards have been completed for 
employees when they have separated from their departments or locations. 

Original 
Management’s 
Response 1.1 

Disagree. PWS does not consider it an effective measure for the P-Card team to consistently check the Regular School Board 
agenda for changes in personnel (leave, transferences, or retirements) since doing so does address the root cause of the problem. 
It is preferred that this responsibility stay within the user group.   
 
ALTERNATIVE ACTION: Procurement & Warehousing Services will commit to reiterate, during training sessions, the 
procedures to be followed when a change in personnel occurs. Also, the recommendation to send out periodic reminders to card 
holders, principals, and department heads will be executed. 

Analysis 1.1 The Program Administrator recently created a process using SAP to verify when a disqualifying job status happens with a 
cardholder that is not dependent on notification from the Departments.  The process should enable the Program Administrator to 
find discrepancies.   
 
The OCA tested the existing purchasing card database in August 2019 and noted no former employees with an active credit card. 
This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 1.1 

In response to Recommendation 1.1, the review of the Board agenda items (G. Office of Human Resources) may help, but not 
eliminate the issue due to the timing of board meetings and actual termination of employment.  With this solution, there is still an 
opportunity for delay in account closure.  Instead, a timelier and semi-automated solution has been defined and developed.   
 
When a cardholder’s employment status changes, through termination or transfer, the previous process for notification by 
schools/departments and subsequent cardholder account closure left room for risk of card misuse.  To address this area of concern, 
in collaboration with the Information & Technology Department, the following activities have been completed, or after a period 
of activity, are under review for some minor corrections.   
 
Cancellations are now on a cycle update where information is passed from the Bank of America WORKS system to the District 
ERP System.   
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Note: For more information please see Exhibit A 

Recommendation 1.2 The Procurement Card Services staff should require that all Cardholders comply with the policies and procedures. They should 
ensure the SBBC Purchasing Card Notification of Personnel Change Form is completed and forwarded to the Purchasing Card 
Administrator along with the cancelled Procurement Card cut in half, as required. 

Original 
Management’s 
Response 1.2 

Agree. All procedures should be followed by the employees, including the use of the Notification of Personnel Change form to 
address changes in personnel. 
 
ALTERNATIVE ACTION: PWS will commit to reiterate during training sessions, the procedures that are to be followed when 
a change in personnel occurs. Staff believes it is better to invest in continuous education efforts to achieve better results moving 
forward.  

New Card Created in 
Bank of America and 

added to cardholder’s 
SAP HR Profile

SAP sends cardholder HR 
Changes to PWS   P-Card 

Staff  
(termination/transfer)

PWS cancels Account  in 
Bank of America

Bank of America sends 
account cancelation 

status to SAP

Card removed from 
cardholder HR profile
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Analysis 1.2 The Program Administrator recently created a process using SAP to verify when a disqualifying job status happens with a 
cardholder that is not dependent on notification from the Departments.  The process should enable the Program Administrator to 
find discrepancies.   
The OCA tested the existing purchasing card database in August 2019 and noted no former employees with an active credit card. 
This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 1.2 

In response to Recommendation 1.2, the requirement for cardholder locations to notify P-Card Administrators of changes to 
cardholder employment or position was reiterated during P-Card Training.  With this solution, there is still an opportunity for 
delay in account closure as P-Card Administration is still dependent on the cardholder location providing information.  Instead, a 
timelier and semi-automated solution has been defined and developed.   
 
When a cardholder’s employment status changes, through termination or transfer, the previous process for notification by 
schools/departments and subsequent cardholder account closure left room for risk of card misuse.  To address this area of concern, 
in collaboration with the Information & Technology Department, the following activities have been completed, or after a period 
of activity, are under review for some minor corrections.   
 
Cancellations are now on a cycle update where information is passed from the Bank of America WORKS system to the District 
ERP System.   
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Note: For more information please see Exhibit A 

Recommendation 1.3 Periodically, the Purchasing Card Administrator should send out a blast email to Cardholders, Principals, Department Heads or 
designees reminding them of the importance of completing the SBBC Purchasing Card Notification of Personnel Change Form 
in a timely manner, when a location incurs a transfer, termination, retirement or other type of employee leave. 

Management’s 
Response 1.3 

Agree. 
 
ALTERNATIVE ACTION: PWS will send quarterly email blasts to cardholders, principals, and department heads reminding 
them that once employees are terminated, the P-Card Administrator is to be contacted to cancel the card.  

New Card Created in Bank 
of America and added to 

cardholder’s SAP HR 
Profile

SAP sends cardholder HR 
Changes to PWS   P-Card 

Staff  
(termination/transfer)

PWS cancels Account  in 
Bank of America

Bank of America sends 
account cancelation 

status to SAP

Card removed from 
cardholder HR profile
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OCA’s Follow Up to 
Management’s 
Response 1.3

OCA noted that management did not disagree with Finding No. 1; however, they disagreed with OCA’s Recommendation No. 1 
regarding the PWS staff’s review of Board agenda items (G. Office of Human Resources). We still strongly recommend the 
PWS review the agenda items related to employment changes after each Board meeting, since the current system is not 
adequately capturing the cancellation process that we identified in the audit. 

Analysis 1.3 The Program Administrator recently created a process using SAP to verify when a disqualifying job status happens with a 
cardholder that is not dependent on notification from the Departments.  The process should enable the Program Administrator to 
find discrepancies.   

The OCA tested the existing purchasing card database in August 2019 and noted no former employees with an active credit card. 
This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’
s Response 1.3

In response to Recommendation 1.3, the requirement for cardholder locations to notify P-Card Administrators of changes to 
cardholder employment or position was reiterated during P-Card Training.  With this solution, there is still an opportunity for 
delay in account closure as P-Card Administration is still dependent on the cardholder location providing information.  Instead, a 
timelier and semi-automated solution has been defined and developed.   

When a cardholder’s employment status changes, through termination or transfer, the previous process for notification by 
schools/departments and subsequent cardholder account closure left room for risk of card misuse.  To address this area of 
concern, in collaboration with the Information & Technology Department, the following activities have been completed, or after 
a period of activity, are under review for some minor corrections.   

Cancellations are now on a cycle update where information is passed from the Bank of America WORKS system to the District 
ERP System.   
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Note: For more information please see Exhibit A 

New Card Created in Bank 
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Profile
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Observation #2 The Audit Identified Eleven (11) of Twenty-Three (23) Purchasing Card Purchases Made by PPO that Exceeded the Single 
Purchase Credit Limit without Supporting Documentation of Approval 

Division Strategy & Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Recommendation 2.1 Obtain written approvals by the Cardholder’s Principal, Department Head or designee and communicate the credit limit change 
request to the Director of Procurement & Warehousing Services (PWS) staff prior to changing the Cardholder’s single purchase 
credit limit profile, as required by the Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual (P-Card Manual). 

Original 
Management’s 
Response 2.1 

Disagree. PWS Management disagrees with the P-Card purchases made by PPO exceeded the single purchase credit limit 
without the supporting documentation of approval. PWS evaluated the audit report within the P-Card Program team. During the 
analysis, all eleven (11) items that were missing backup documentation were found (additional support from the departments 
was requested and promptly provided). Staff validated that all audit trail documentation was being kept on paper copies only; 
this process was immediately re-defined. 
 
ALTERNATIVE ACTION: All approvals, documentation, and any other important backup files will be saved in a specific 
folder in the shared drive, keeping the backup in an electronic format.   

Analysis 2.1 A review was conducted of each cardholder’s total monthly purchasing card limit.  It was found that there were a few instances 
where the single transaction limit was exceeded, but the amount it was exceeded by was considered immaterial. In addition, in 
August 2019, all of the credit limits assigned were reviewed based on cardholder’s historical spend activity.  The credit limit for 
all cardholder’s were adjusted and lowered to their historical spend.  As a result, this finding is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 2.1 

In response to recommendation 2.1 and analysis notes provided, a review of account profiles and approval requirements will 
continue to be reviewed upon completion of material findings. 
 
All approvals, documentation, and any other important backup files are saved in a specific folder in the shared drive, keeping the 
backup in an electronic format. 

Recommendation 2.2 Maintain records of Cardholder profiles on an electronic database to ensure quick identification of P-Card spending limit 
controls. 

Management’s 
Response 2.2 

Agree. 
 
ALTERNATIVE ACTION: All maintenance and validation of cardholder profiles is currently saved in the official P-Card 
system (Works). 
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Analysis 2.2 All credit limits and single transaction limits are controlled by the Bank of America Works system online in real time. The OCA 
noted that all of the cards and card holders’ profiles are available for active cards in real time.  No issues were noted during the 
review.  This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 2.2 

Cardholder profiles continue to be saved in the Bank of America WORKS system. 

Recommendation 2.3 Increase staff to assist in the monitoring of daily transactions in order to comply with the Purchasing Card Program Policies and 
Procedures Manual and manage the large volume of P-Card documentation. 

Management’s 
Response 2.3 

Disagree. At this time, additional staff is not required. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTION: In order to properly manage the large volume, as mentioned in the recommendation, PWS will 
implement in 2017 the expense report system, available with Bank of America. This system allows all P-Card holders the ability 
to digitally attach receipts/comments and submit through an approval workflow, to be defined by the District, all expenditures 
occurred in the usage of the P-Cards. This tool is free and will add a great value to the P-Card Program, as well as support all 
audit efforts.  

Analysis 2.3 The Purchasing Card Coordinator was replaced in April 2019 and works with two other employees to ensure compliance with the 
Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual.  In addition, recent changes to systems have been implemented to 
review and audit on a monthly basis the Purchase Card transactions.  This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 2.3 

The replacement P-Card Coordinator was hired in April 2019, this was not additional staff added, but replaced an existing position 
that was vacated due to retirement.  The Sr. Process Analyst was also brought in as an additional resource in November 2018 to 
assist while the P-Card Coordinator position was vacant, and to provide program oversight and process improvement action 
subsequent to the Coordinator’s hire.  Additionally, an existing Procurement Agent Specialist was added as a part-time resource 
to support P-Card Program requirements.  In summary, the P-Card Program staff historically consisted of 2 full-time staff.  It now 
consists of 1 supervisor (who oversees the P-Card Program and other Procurement sub-divisions), 1 full-time P-Card Coordinator, 
1 full-time Purchasing Specialist, and 1 part-time Purchasing Specialist for a total staff of 3.5 FTEs. 

An interim solution has been put in place to accurately track and enforce statement requirements.  The WORKS solution is not 
targeted for implementation in the immediate future but is currently in the one-year roadmap for implementation in fiscal year 
2020. 
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Observation #3 Several Locations did not Comply with the Purchasing Card Reconciliation Processes. The Purchasing Card (P-Card) Services 
does not Currently have an Adequate System of Filing and Reconciling P-Card Statements and Supporting Documentation. 

Division Strategy & Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Recommendation 3.1 Provide training to all Principals, Department Heads and designees on the requirements of the Purchasing Card Program Policies 
and Procedures Manual. 

Management’s 
Response 3.1 

Agree. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTION: As mentioned previously, PWS will keep investing in continuous education activities to reiterate 
the program policy and procedures.  

Analysis 3.1 In September 2019 mandatory trainings were conducted for all P-Card users and related personnel.  This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 3.1 

The first annual mandatory P-card training was announced in August and 24 sessions were provided throughout 
September. Annual training is required moving forward in order to maintain an active account. 

Recommendation 3.2 Maintain a comprehensive log noting monthly P-Card activity and have a system of identifying locations that have not submitted 
their monthly P-Card statements with supporting documentation. 

Management’s 
Response 3.2 

Agree. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTION: PWS will implement features currently available in the system (Works) to properly control the 
large volume of transactions, reconciliation activities, and management of the program. 

Analysis 3.2 The Program Administrator recently implemented a process beginning July 1, 2019 to verify if activity has been reported on a 
Purchasing Card, if statements were provided, if signatures were provided, and if the receipts were included This prior issue is 
considered closed as this concern is now covered under observations 2 and 3 of this report. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 3.2 

The following actions are performed for each statement period for each active card with activity: 
1. A log has been created to track statements and backup from cardholders
2. A report is generated by the P-Card Administrators for all transactions occurring during the statement period which is

added to the log each month
3. There is an automatic flag assigned for any taxes charged based on the report results
4. Upon receipt of the statement, a high level review of all statements received is performed to identify if:

a. Was the statement received at all
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b. If received, did the statement have the two required signatures
c. If received, did the statement have receipts attached
d. If there was a tax flag applied, did they attach copies of efforts to obtain reimbursement for taxes from vendors

5. A “traffic light” system is used to easily identify any occurrences of statement concerns, as well as their frequency.
a. Red light = one or more statement issues were identified
b. Yellow light = cardholder contacted P-Card Admins prior to due date explaining any issues or delays
c. Green light = cardholder submitted everything to pass the initial check

6. An escalation path has been defined to address any repeat issues
a. First occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder including details of

missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution
b. Second occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder & Cardholder

Approver, including details of missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for
resolution

c. Third occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND recommendation to PWS
leadership for account suspension

There are two areas where the area must submit signed statements, but they must keep the receipts at their location due to the 
volume of transactions and the physical space available to store documentation at the P-Card Administrative location at the TSSC 
Building.  These areas are District Maintenance (Warehouse and PPO Support), and Business Support Center (BSC) for internal 
funds purchases.  To ensure compliance, these areas have been informed that they must provide copies of receipts immediately 
upon request.  One or more statements for each area will be included in the in-depth review described below as part of monthly 
program self-audit activities. 

Consistent with the update to the State Auditor General reports, an in-depth monthly review of receipts will be performed by P-
Card Administrators for 20% of statements received.  The statements will be randomly selected for all areas and thoroughly 
reviewed for compliance with program requirements.  BSC and District Maintenance will automatically be included in this monthly 
self-audit activity, but the cardholder from these areas will be randomly selected from among those departments’ cardholders. 

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 

Recommendation 3.3 Add additional staff due to the increased volume of P-Card activity to ensure all P-Card statements are reviewed and filed in a 
systematic way. 

Management’s 
Response 3.3 

Disagree. At this time, additional staff is not required. 
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ALTERNATIVE ACTION: The Works application is a Web-based, user-friendly electronic card payment management service 
that automates, streamlines, and integrates existing payment authorization and reconciliation processes while providing 
management reporting and spending controls. 

Analysis 3.3 The Program Administrator recently implemented a system beginning July 1, 2019 to verify if activity has been reported on a P-
Card, if statements were provided, if signatures were provided, and if the receipts were included.  This issue is considered closed. 

Updated 
Management’s 
Response 3.3 

The replacement P-Card Coordinator was hired in April 2019, this was not additional staff added, but replaced an existing position 
that was vacated due to retirement.  The Sr. Process Analyst was also brought in as an additional resource in November 2018 to 
assist while the P-Card Coordinator position was vacant, and to provide program oversight and process improvement action 
subsequent to the Coordinator’s hire.  Additionally, an existing Procurement Agent Specialist was added as a part-time resource 
to support P-Card Program requirements.  In summary, the P-Card Program staff historically consisted of 2 full-time staff.  It now 
consists of 1 supervisor (who oversees the P-Card Program and other Procurement sub-divisions), 1 full-time P-Card Coordinator, 
1 full-time Purchasing Specialist, and 1 part-time Purchasing Specialist for a total staff of 3.5 FTEs. 

An interim solution has been put in place to accurately track and enforce statement requirements.  The WORKS solution is not 
targeted for implementation in the immediate future but is currently in the one-year roadmap for implementation in fiscal year 
2020. 

Note: For more information please see Exhibit A 

Recommendation 3.4 Deactivate P-Cards for non-compliance with the Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual. 

Management’s 
Response 3.4 

Agree. 

ALTERNATIVE ACTION: The recommendation of deactivating P-Cards for noncompliance will be adopted, per the 
Purchasing Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual.   

OCA’s Follow Up to 
Management’s 
Response 3.4 

OCA noted that management did not disagree with Finding No. 3; however, they disagreed with OCA’s Recommendation No. 3 
regarding the additional staff needed. Although there will be enhancements to the filing system with the Works application, with 
only two people handling all procurement processes, additional staff may still be needed in the future to handle the expansion 
of the P-Card program and the existing 891 P-Card holders. 

Analysis 3.4 The Program Administrator recently implemented a system beginning July 1, 2019 to verify if activity has been reported on a P-
Card, if statements were provided, if signatures were provided, and if the receipts were included.  For P-Card users who are 
determined non-compliant, a three-step process has been established to suspend the account of non-compliant card holders.  This 
issue is considered closed. 
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Updated 
Management’s 
Response 3.4 

The following actions are performed for each statement period for each active card with activity: 
1. A log has been created to track statements and backup from cardholders 
2. A report is generated by the P-Card Administrators for all transactions occurring during the statement period which is 

added to the log each month 
3. There is an automatic flag assigned for any taxes charged based on the report results 
4. Upon receipt of the statement, a high level review of all statements received is performed to identify if: 

a. Was the statement received at all 
b. If received, did the statement have the two required signatures 
c. If received, did the statement have receipts attached 
d. If there was a tax flag applied, did they attach copies of efforts to obtain reimbursement for taxes from vendors 

5. A “traffic light” system is used to easily identify any occurrences of statement concerns, as well as their frequency. 
a. Red light = one or more statement issues were identified 
b. Yellow light = cardholder contacted P-Card Admins prior to due date explaining any issues or delays 
c. Green light = cardholder submitted everything to pass the initial check 

6. An escalation path has been defined to address any repeat issues 
a. First occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder including details of 

missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution 
b. Second occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team to Cardholder & Cardholder 

Approver, including details of missing or erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for 
resolution 

c. Third occurrence - Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or 
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND recommendation to PWS 
leadership for account suspension 

 
There are two areas where the area must submit signed statements, but they must keep the receipts at their location due to the 
volume of transactions and the physical space available to store documentation at the P-Card Administrative location at the TSSC 
Building.  These areas are District Maintenance (Warehouse and PPO Support), and Business Support Center (BSC) for internal 
funds purchases.  To ensure compliance, these areas have been informed that they must provide copies of receipts immediately 
upon request.  One or more statements for each area will be included in the in-depth review described below as part of monthly 
program self-audit activities. 
 
Consistent with the update to the State Auditor General reports, an in-depth monthly review of receipts will be performed by P-
Card Administrators for 20% of statements received.  The statements will be randomly selected for all areas and thoroughly 
reviewed for compliance with program requirements.  BSC and District Maintenance will automatically be included in this 
monthly self-audit activity, but the cardholder from these areas will be randomly selected from among those departments’ 
cardholders.  
Note: For more information please see Exhibit A. 
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Observation #4 The Physical Plant Operations Department did not Adequately Manage and Ensure Compliance with the Terms and Conditions 
of District Bid 53-087R for Cypress Bay High School’s Carpet Project. 

Division Strategy & Operations 

Department Procurement & Warehousing Services 

Recommendation 4.1 The Physical Plant Operations Department manage and ensure vendor compliance with the terms and conditions of District 
contracts. 

Management’s 
Response 4.1 

Physical Plant Operations agrees with Office of the Chief Auditor and will ensure compliance with terms and conditions of all 
District contracts.   

Analysis 4.1 The review of the vendor compliance falls outside of the scope of this Purchasing Card audit.  Vendor contract compliance will 
be reviewed during audits of the PPO Department. 

Recommendation 4.2 The PPO staff visit the site in order to verify quantities installed and document any excess materials as compared to the vendor’s 
approved estimate of quantities and cost. 

Management’s 
Response 4.2 

Physical Plant Operations agrees with the Office of the Chief Auditor and will visit every project before, during, and after the 
work to verify quantities installed and document any excess materials.   

Analysis 4.2 The review of the vendor compliance falls outside of the scope of this Purchasing Card audit.  Vendor contract compliance will 
be reviewed during audits of the PPO Department. 

Recommendation 4.3 The PPO department should ensure that the Attic Stock/Receipt of Materials Form required by the contract is completed to 
document the excess carpet tiles. 

Management’s 
Response 4.3 

Physical Plant Operations has requested and obtained a credit for the overpayment of $893.16 due to “double payment” of $6.00 
per square yard for the 148.86 square yards of Luxury Vinyl Tile. There is not an overpayment for 48.86 square yards of carpet. 
That amount of carpeting, about 5 percent of the total, was the amount of scrap carpeting created in executing the complex 
flooring pattern designed for the Media Center (please refer to the attached Cypress Bay Floor Plan, Attachment C). At the 
completion of the work, the remaining 104 square yards of carpet were left at Cypress Bay as “attic stock” for future needs or 
repairs. To minimize errors in calculating the correct cost of installation on complex projects, a new Flooring Verification 
Form (Attachment A) will be used on all projects involving flooring. This form will include the Notice to Proceed (with project 
scope clearly defined), the work order number, the bid number, and two dated field inspections documenting quantity 
verification by PPO Staff.  To ensure that all stakeholders concur on the amount of attic stock remaining on site, all future 
flooring projects will include a signed Bin Receipt Document (Attachment B), acknowledging receipt of remaining flooring by 
the project school. An authorized representative from the school and the Flooring Department will sign the Bin Receipt 
Document and a copy of the form will be retained at the location with the remaining flooring.   
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Analysis 4.3 The review of the vendor compliance falls outside of the scope of this Purchasing Card audit.  Vendor contract compliance will 
be reviewed during audits of the PPO Department. 
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Limits/Activity 
In order to address the findings related to Purchasing Card (P-Card) limits and activity, a series of analytical activities 
have been performed, resulting in the initial implementation of changes to cardholder profiles, with additional 
changes forthcoming. 

Historical Spend Analysis  
P-Card Spend for July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019 (Fiscal Year 2018/2019), was analyzed to identify actual 
usage per cardholder and per card.  The first purpose of this exercise was to determine whether or not the 
assigned limits were appropriate for actual card activity.  Therefore, analysis was performed based on Credit 
Limit, Single Transaction Limit, and total annual usage.  Additionally, a review of current available profiles was 
performed to identify areas for consolidation and standardization to improve efficiencies in cardholder 
maintenance.  

Due to the volume of cardholder accounts and variety of current cardholder profiles, the plan is to implement 
the cardholder changes in two phases.   

• Phase 1 – Analyze cardholder accounts clearly indicating limits exceeding activity   
• Phase 2 – Analyze cardholder more complex cardholder accounts and act accordingly 
• Phase 3 – Analyze results of Phase 1 and Phase 2 and adjust as needed 
 

Implementation of Changes to Limits  
With assessment and planning complete, the next activity is to implement. 

Phase 1 

During Phase 1 and based on the analysis performed, there were two areas of concentration; removal of access 
for those no longer needed, and the creation of a new default cardholder profile to reduce risk for those who 
still require cardholder access. 

A new cardholder profile has been established that sets standard credit limits to ten thousand dollars ($10,000) 
and the single transaction limits to four-thousand nine hundred ninety-nine dollars ($4,999).  A majority of 
cardholders fall within these credit and single transaction limits.  Prior to this change, credit limits for the 
cardholders with changes ranged from twenty-thousand dollars ($20,000) to sixty thousand dollars ($60,000).  
Single transaction limits ranged from five thousand ($5,000) to twenty-thousand dollars ($20,000).   

Phase 1 Status 

• 673 card accounts were updated in phase 1 in preparation for the start of the 2020 school year 
(8/14/19) 

• This represents 73.49% of active cardholders at the close of fiscal year 2019 
• Of the 672 card accounts, 132 cards were deleted due to inactivity, reported lost/stolen, or replacement 

cards issued 
• The remaining 541 accounts were reduced to the new default limits 
• A credit limit of $10,000 indicates that budgets can be loaded UP TO that amount 
• The actual spending limit is set at the amount of budget approved and loaded onto a card.  This number 

can be less than the credit limit but not greater. 
• Completed 8/9/19 
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Phase 2 

During Phase 2, in progress, requires a deeper analysis of credit and single transaction limits to reduce risks of 
potential misuse. 

• 244 remaining accounts require this in depth analysis 
• This represents 26.51 % of active cardholders 
• 67 of these accounts currently have credit and/or single transaction limits set lower than the new 

default limit 
• 178 of the remaining accounts have limits currently above the new default limit and have purchase 

history indicating demonstrated need.   
• Further Analysis required to determine how best to consolidate and standardize, or remain as is, to 

reduce risk while supporting operational needs 
• Status:  Target completion for Phase 2 is 9/30/19. 

Initial Results 
Overall Profile Assessment  Results # of Cardholders to 

Update 
% of 

Cardholders 
Phase 1 - Assign Default Profile 673 73.49% 
Phase 2 - Assess Profile Consolidation 244 26.51% 

Grand Total 917 100.00% 
Table 1 

Phase 1 – Results of Cardholder Profile Updates # of Cardholder Accounts Addressed 

Complete 540 

Deleted 133 

Phase 1 Total # of Profiles Updated 673 
Table 2 

 

Figure 1 

59%
14%

27%

Limits/Activity

Phase 1 - Profile Updated (Complete)

Phase 1 - Profile Deleted (Complete)

Phase 2 - Assess Profile Consolidation (Target Completion 9/30/19)
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Transactions 
In order to address the findings related to Purchasing Card (P-Card) transactions, templates including critical areas of 
focus have been created to more effectively track compliance with transactions and statement requirements on a 
monthly basis. 

Statement Analysis Requirements 
There are several areas to be reviewed for each statement.  To accommodate monthly and overall program 
tracking, a database was created to highlight specific criteria to be reviewed on a monthly and cumulative basis. 

1. A database was created with all active cardholders  
2. For each active card for each Statement Period (currently the 5th through the 4th of the following month) 

Category Monthly Tracking & Analysis 

Usage Was there activity on the card  

Statement – Submitted  If there was usage, did the cardholder submit the statement to the P-
Card Admins 

Statement – Signatures If the statement was submitted, were there two valid signatures on the 
statement 

Statement – Receipts  If statement was submitted, were receipts attached 

Report – Taxes If there was usage, was tax applied to any purchases? 

Monthly Audit Randomly select 20% of submitted statements for in depth 
review/analysis of statements received  

Table 3 

3. Cumulative Tracking 
Category Overall Tracking & Analysis 

Usage If there are more than 3 consecutive statement periods without 
activity, recommend suspension of card 

Statement – Submitted  If there are 3 or more missing statements at any time during the fiscal 
year, recommend suspension of card 

Statement – Signatures If there are 3 or more statements submitted with missing signatures, 
recommend suspension of card 

Statement – Receipts  If there are 3 or more statements submitted without receipts, 
recommend suspension of card 

Report – Taxes If there are 3 or more statements submitted with taxes charged and 
not credited, recommend suspension of card 

Table 4 

4. The first tracking exercise begins at the close of the first statement period, on the statement due date, 
which is 8/15/19. 
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Statement Analysis Process Overview  
The statement analysis process is performed using a combination of system reporting and manual statement 
tracking/data entry.  This is the short-term solution created to ensure compliance while research and planning 
are performed in preparation for the implementation of a more permanent and automated solution. 

 

Figure 2 
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Suspension Recommendation Process Overview 
As outlined in Table 4 above, the results of the cumulative monthly statement analysis will be reported if there 
are 3 or more occurrences of any of the critical tracking elements found.   

In order to minimize findings, cardholders will be informed when they have met any of the criteria being tracked 
and will be allowed time for corrective action. 

First occurrence  Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or 
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution 

Second occurrence Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or 
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution 

Third occurrence  Email notification from Procurement & Warehousing Team including details of missing or 
erroneous information, corrective action needed, and due date for resolution AND 
recommendation to PWS leadership for account suspension 

 

Figure 3 

 

 

If Suspended Suspend account in WORKS system and notify cardholder of suspended status by email, 
including Principal/Department Head 
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Statement Tracking – Demonstration of Activities Completed & In Progress 
In order to establish a monthly tracking cycle, there were pre-requisite activities that needed to be completed 
prior to implementation. Once the pre-requisite activities were completed, the monthly statement tracking 
activities can be performed. 

Statement Tracking Pre-Requisite Details 
1. Pre-Requisite Activity 1: Create Template for Tracking (One-time setup) 

Complete -  Template Created 
A. Includes Active Cardholders 
B. Includes ability to track per month and on a cumulative basis 
C. Includes ability to add monthly usage report into separate sheets for detailed analysis 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

  

A B C 
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2. Pre-Requisite Activity 2:  Create and Schedule WORKS report (One-time setup) 
Complete – Report Defined and Scheduled 
A. Schedule Monthly Report to run in WORKS 
B. Select Usage Details for tracking 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

  

A 

B 
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Monthly Statement Tracking Details 
At the close of each statement period, several activities will be performed by the P-Card Admin team. 

A. The scheduled report will be generated in WORKS at which time the report will be downloaded by the P-
Card Administration Team and loaded into the Monthly Tracking Template 

B. There is a space for the statement details to be updated each month in the Template 
C. Two sets of data automatically populate in the Consolidated Report once the statement period is 

uploaded; Usage (was the active card used?) and Taxes (were taxes applied?) 
D. The rest of the tracking will be updated manually each month based on the statements and backup 

received by the P-Card Admin team from the cardholders 
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Cumulative “Red Flag” Tracking Details 
To increase oversight of statement reconciliation activities, a cumulative overview is provided to identify any 
patterns in cardholder non-compliance. 

A. Usage – Red Flags are set for cardholders with active cards but no activity 
B. Taxes – Red Flags are set for cardholders who have one or more occurrence of taxes applied to 

transactions 
C. Statements Submitted – Red Flags are set for cardholders who have activity but do not submit 

statements  
D. Statements Signed – Red Flags are set for cardholders who submit statements but do not have required 

signatures 
E. Statement Receipts – Red Flags are set for cardholders who submit statements but do not submit 

receipts (this is a high level review; detailed review is performed on randomly selected cards each 
month) 

F. Audit Inclusion – Although randomly selected for audit, the P-Card Team will review random selection to 
ensure a broad sampling and minimize overlap unless necessary due to repeat occurrences of non-
compliance 
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Cancellations 
When a cardholder’s employment status changes, through termination or transfer, the previous process for 
notification by schools/departments and subsequent cardholder account closure left room for risk of card misuse.  
To address this area of concern, in collaboration with the Information & Technology Department, the following 
activities have been completed, or after a period of activity, are under review for some minor corrections.   

Cancellations are now on a cycle update where information is passed from the Bank of America WORKS system to 
the district ERP System.   

Assign Cards to Employee HR Records – aka Objects on Loan 
Complete 

Employees with active p-cards have been assigned an “object on loan” designation in their employee profile.  
This is done by using the Personnel number to link what is in WORKS to what is in the cardholder SAP Profile.  To 
complete this process a series of activities were performed: 

A. A review of all WORKS active profiles was completed 
B. The personnel number for each active cardholder was assigned to their WORKS profile 
C. All active profiles were then exported from WORKS 
D. This export was provided to IT for upload into SAP 
E. Using the personnel number as the link between WORKS and SAP, p-cards were assigned as “Objects on 

Loan” in SAP, and directly associated to the employee’s HR profile 
F. Below is a screenshot from the SAP Report that displays the HR Master Record:  Infotype 0040 (Objects 

on loan).  The SubType “23” designates a P-Card is assigned to a particular Cardholder.   

 

Figure 5 
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WORKS & SAP Report Cycle Pilot Program 
Complete 

Once the SAP and WORKS cardholder records were aligned, daily reports are scheduled to maintain both 
systems. 

A. An automated report is scheduled to run each night at 8:40 PM from SAP which generates an automatic 
email to the P-Card Admin team which includes an Object On Loan report. This report notes any changes 
to a cardholder’s employment status.  The P-Card Team uses the info in these reports to manually make 
necessary updates in WORKS. 

B. An automated report is scheduled to run each night at 10 PM from WORKS to SAP to identify new cards 
assigned or existing cards removed. This report may be empty if no cardholder activity is performed on a 
given day. 

C. On 7/5/19 a report indicated that Mary C Mucenic withdrew from her position 
D. On 7/8/19 Mary C Mucenic’s assigned P-Card was closed 
E. On 8/10/19 a new card was assigned to a cardholder and the report was sent from WORKS to SAP 
F. On 8/11/19 an Active P-Card Report included the new P-Card assigned to the cardholder’s profile 

  

Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 
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Figure 9 

 

 

Figure 10 

 

Figure 11 

 

Finalization of Automation 
In Progress 

As with any project with this level of complexity, after go live there are tweaks to be made, but they do not 
prevent us from using the information.  Some examples of tweaks required include; 

A. Duplicated records in reports from SAP to P-Card Team –   This does not impact the team’s ability to 
complete the changes in WORKS, it only makes completing the manual portion of these activities more 
cumbersome.  IT and PWS are working on these corrections. 

B. Changes in WORKS unrelated to assignment or removal of cards – This does not impact the update to 
SAP, it could be that a change is made to a cardholder’s budget or their cardholder profile unrelated to 
activation status.  This may result in error logs during the posting to SAP, but legitimate card 
assignments are unaffected. 

Other Program Improvements 
In addition to the above mentioned improvements, and in support of overall program initiatives, other changes are 
soon-to-be implemented as outlined below. 

Annual P-Card Training  
For the first time, mandatory P-Card Training will be held throughout the month of September 2019.   

A. Attendance is required 
B. 27 sessions available, with morning and afternoon sessions scheduled 
C. Training will include existing requirements, an overview of program changes, and a question & answer 

period. 

E 

F 

D 
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D. Accounts for Cardholders who do not attend one of the available sessions during September will be
closed on October 1, 2019

E. This will be required each fiscal year
F. Link to register for training:

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=y7Ws7nBTWEOpaqN4PJXUIleBscrBKWdNmC166
aW0CZ5UQkVDRjlKMUYyRDUzTk9STEMxWjUzTFhSWC4u

Updated Cardholder Application & Acknowledgement Form 
Changes to the current Cardholder Application and Acknowledgement Form are in progress.  Changes will be 
finalized prior to training in September 2019. 

A. Improve cardholder data accuracy
B. Improve cardholder application processing efficiency
C. Reinforce cardholder requirements, roles, and accountability
D. The new forms will be reviewed during training
E. Cardholders will be required to complete and submit the application and cardholder acknowledgement

each fiscal year in order to maintain an active card
F. If updated application & acknowledgement are not received by October 1, 2019, the cardholder’s

account will be closed.

Before After (DRAFT) 

Figure 12 Figure 13 
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Before After (DRAFT) 

Figure 14 Figure 15 

Updated P-Card Program Manual 
The existing P-Card Program Policies and Procedures Manual is currently being updated to reflect changes to the 
program requirements.  The updates will be completed prior to training in September 2019.   
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Purchasing Card (P-Card) 
Application & Cardholder/Approver Acknowledgment 

Revised July 2019 

Date Requested: 

P-Card Application
• To ensure accuracy, complete information on the P-Card Application electronically (type in form)
• Physical initials and signatures are required on the Cardholder/Approver Acknowledgement
• Cardholder and Principal/Department Signatures are required
• If cardholder is Principal/Department Head, signature must be from next level supervisor
• Email completed forms to PCardNotifications@browardschools.com
• Failure to follow the instructions above may result in delays in processing your requests

Location Information 
School/Department Name School/Department Address Location # (8-digit) 

Cardholder Information 
Employee Last Name Employee First Name Employee Personnel # (P#) 

Employee Email Employee Phone # Requested Funds ($) 

Account Information 
Use the table below to indicate account information for each P-Card being requested. 

Business 
Area 

(4 digits) 

Cost Center 
(10 digits) 

General Ledger 
(8 Digits) 

Functional Area 
(16 Digits) 

Fund 
(4 Digits) Description 

Card Profile Requested* 
This section will be used to determine the appropriate Card Profile based on anticipated or actual P-Card usage. 

Default 
Profile: 

Declining Balance with max Credit Limit(1) up to $10k and Single Transaction Limit of $4,999.99 

Check this box to indicate that the default profile meets the anticipated business needs 

If the Default Profile does not meet business needs, provide comments/justification below.   
NOTE:  A Single Transaction Limit greater than $35,000 requires submission of a Statement of Financial Interest Form(2) 

Comments 

*Indicates required field     (1) Credit Limit means budgets can be loaded UP TO this amount at any given time     (2) See Acknowledgement Section of this form

 
Received On Processed By Name Activated On Name on Card Card Account # 

Information below to be completed by Procurement & Warehousing Service P-Card Program Staff 
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Purchasing Card (P-Card) 
Application & Cardholder/Approver Acknowledgment 

Revised September 2019 

Cardholder/Approver Acknowledgement 
By submitting the P-Card Application and the Cardholder Acknowledgement, applicants are entrusted and empowered to 
utilize and safeguard an important district asset. By initialing and signing this Cardholder Application/
Approver Acknowledgment, you hereby acknowledge review of the Purchasing Card Program Procedures Manual, 
confirm that you have read and understand its contents, and agree to comply with its terms.

Cardholder Approver   (Cardholder and Approver to Initial next to each term below)

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the Purchasing Card Program Procedures Manual. 

I acknowledge that I am responsible for adhering to ALL requirements as detailed in the current 
and any future versions of the Purchasing Card Program Procedures Manual. 

I acknowledge that the P-Card is for approved and allowable purchases in compliance with the P-
Card Program procedures and associated policies. 

I acknowledge that the purchase of restricted items, as outlined in the Purchasing Card Program 
Procedures Manual, is prohibited, and that use of the card for restricted items will result in required 
reimbursement from the Cardholder to the District and may result in the cancellation of the 
Cardholder’s participation in the P-Card Program or further corrective action. 

I acknowledge that the District is Tax Exempt, that the Tax Exempt ID is printed on each P-Card, that 
Cardholders are responsible for informing suppliers at the time of purchase of said Tax Exempt status, 
and that Cardholders are responsible to ensure no taxes are applied to any P-Card transactions. 

I acknowledge that I will receive a statement each month where there is activity on the P-Card and 
that requires reconciliation of all purchases with said statement. Statement reconciliation includes 
Cardholder and Approver confirmation that; each transaction is for an allowable purchase and has 
legitimately been made on the P-Card (no fraudulent charges), each transaction is supported by a 
receipt from the supplier and the charges match the receipts, the statement has been signed and 
dated by the Cardholder and Approver, and the statement and receipts (3) have been submitted to 
the P-Card Program Administrators on or before the last day of each month. 

I understand that it is my responsibility to notify P-Card Program Administrators, immediately, if my 
card is lost, stolen, or if there are any unknown or fraudulent charges on my statement. 

I understand that it is the responsibility of the Cardholder School/Department to notify P-Card 
Program Administrators, immediately, if the Cardholder is terminated/transfers and that the card 
can no longer be used once the Cardholder is terminated/transfers. 

I understand that a single transaction limit exceeding $35,000 requires annual submission of the 
Statement of Financial Interest (2). (form and training available) 

I understand that failure to comply with the terms of the P-Card Program may result in cancellation 
of participation in the program or other necessary corrective actions.  

(3) Statements, but not receipts, for purchases on behalf of Physical Plant Operations require submission to P-Card Program Administrators by the
due date. Receipts must be provided to P-Card Administrators immediately upon request. See P-Card Procedures Manual for further details. 

By initialing above and signing below, the Cardholder and Approver agree that the information on the P-Card Application is correct.  

Cardholder Name & Title (Print) Approver Name & Title (Print) 

Cardholder Signature Date Approver Signature Date 
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THE SCHOOL BOARD OF BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA 

Alan Strauss 
Chief Human Resources & Equity Officer 

Phone: 754-321-1840 

January 15, 2020 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Joris Jabouin 
Chief Auditor 

Alan Strauss 
Chief Human Resources & Equity Officer 

SFI ADDENDUM 

An email list was sent to Bill Burbank, Specialist, HR Information Systems, Business Applications, from the 
Procurement Department on Tuesday, January 14, 2020 listing staff in their Department, as well as 
employees who possess a P-card with a spending limit in excess of $35,000. These employees are 
required to file a Financial Disclosure form with the Florida Commission on Ethics. 

The list sent yesterday will be incorporated into the list of employees that is sent to the Commission on 
Ethics each year when we are asked to update the District's information on their database. The list sent to 
the Commission on Ethics includes all employees with a purchasing authority that exceeds $35,000 and/or 
all employees in positions who are required to file per Sections 112.3144 and 112.3145 of the Florida 
Statutes e.g., Board members, all school principals, employees who are at a Director level or higher, and 
all employees who hold the position of Purchasing Agent in the District. 

In order to ensure compliance with the filing requirement, the position numbers from SAP, which identify 
the employee's current position and authority, are used to determine if an employee is in a position that 
requires them to file a Financial Disclosure form. In addition, we will now work in conjunction with 
Procurement to determine all employees who have purchasing authority that exceeds $35,000. All 
employees who have been determined to be in a position requiring them to file or who have the purchasing 
authority that exceeds $35,000 will be placed on a list which will be sent to the Florida Commission on 
Ethics. As a result, the list will be all inclusive of employees who are required to file a Financial Disclosure 
form. 

Please contact my office if you require further information. 

AS:dp 

� 
Estob!lshed 1915 

BROWARD 
County Public Schools 
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